1. Introduction

Among the most ubiquitous and influential features of the general circulation of the atmosphere are the meandering, tropopause-level wind speed maxima known as jet streams. The Northern Hemisphere (NH) jet stream is characterized by two regions of maximum intensity—one over the North Pacific extending from the coast of Asia into the central Pacific and another from the coast of North America into the Atlantic Ocean. During the NH winter [November–March (NDJFM)] when the meridional temperature gradient strengthens, both the climatological intensity and zonal extent of the North Pacific jet (NPJ) increase, reaching their zeniths in February before weakening and retracting thereafter (Newman and Sardeshmukh 1998). Throughout the same season, the NPJ undergoes large and often rapid variations in both its zonal extent as well as the meridional deflection of its exit region. These modes of variability of the NPJ have been the focus of a number of recent studies (e.g., Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011; Griffin and Martin 2017; Breeden and Martin 2018, 2019; Winters et al. 2019a,b). As one of the most important features at the interface between the large-scale general circulation and the life cycle of individual weather systems, there is both theoretical and operational incentive to improve understanding of jet variability.

Current understanding of the intraseasonal variability of the wintertime NPJ is centered on the two predominant patterns mentioned above: a zonal extension or retraction of the jet exit region between 160°E and 120°W and a ~20° meridional shift of its exit region (Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011; Delcambre et al. 2013). These leading patterns are associated with basin-scale anomalies in the Pacific that have substantial impact on the synoptic-scale structure and downstream sensible weather. For example, Chu et al. (1993) showed that a zonally retracted jet was associated with a wet Hawaiian winter, whereas an extended jet was associated with an extremely dry winter. Additionally, in constructing a climatology of subtropical kona cyclones over Hawaii, Otkin and Martin (2004) found that a retracted NPJ is linked to increased frequency of such storms. Similarly, Jaffe et al. (2011) examined 19 cold season jet retractions that occurred within 28 years of NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data and found that variability within the Pacific storm track occurs in tandem with retraction events. Composite analysis of the retraction events revealed that prior to the retraction, enhanced storm track density downstream and poleward of the climatological jet exit region prevails. After the retraction events, however, the same region has suppressed storm track density, while enhanced storm track density appears in the central subtropical Pacific. Retraction events were also associated with a rapid onset of a negative Pacific–North America (PNA) pattern (Wallace and Gutzler 1981). Over the 10 days surrounding each event, both 500-hPa geopotential height and sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies switched polarity from negative to positive in the North Pacific, exhibited an equivalent barotropic structure with broad areal extent, and had magnitudes exceeding 200 m and 20 hPa, respectively.

In addition to sensible weather impacts in Hawaii and elsewhere in the Pacific basin, recent studies have demonstrated impacts over North America. Griffin and Martin (2017) showed that jet extensions and poleward shifts were both associated with enhanced 250-hPa cyclonic circulations in the central North Pacific and 850-hPa low-level warm anomalies over North America. For jet extensions, the warm anomalies were localized over western North America whereas for poleward
shifts, they were localized over north-central North America. Conversely, jet retractions and equatorward shifts led to enhanced 250-hPa anticyclonic circulations in the central North Pacific and low-level cold anomalies over western North America. These results were corroborated by Winters et al. (2019a) who tied extreme temperature events (ETEs) in North America to the leading NPJ patterns. Using a NPJ phase diagram constructed from the two leading empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) of 250-hPa zonal wind, they found that warm ETEs on the U.S. West Coast are frequently characterized by an evolving jet extension and equatorward deflection in the 10 days preceding the event. Conversely, cold ETEs on the west coast and warm ETEs on the east coast occur most frequently in the days following jet retractions. This is consistent with studies showing negative PNA patterns associated with jet retraction events (e.g., Jaffe et al. 2011; Breeden and Martin 2018). Additionally, equatorward shifts of the jet preceded most cold ETEs on the U.S. East Coast.

Using the same NPJ phase diagram employed in Winters et al. (2019a), Winters et al. (2019b), showed that the pattern, and changes between patterns, of the NPJ has an apparent impact on medium-range forecast skill over North America. The study analyzed 30 years of Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) reforecasts to conclude that the greatest forecast skill occurred in conjunction with an extended or poleward deflected jet, whereas the worst skill occurred in conjunction with a retracted or equatorward shifted jet. Additionally, there was reduced forecast skill during a transition between extensions, retractions, and deflections poleward and equatorward.

Despite recent work demonstrating the substantial impact that NPJ variability has on the large-scale structure, sensible weather phenomena, and forecast skill in and around the vast North Pacific basin, variability within the NPJ, and its relationship to extratropical and tropical processes, is poorly understood. Better understanding of such variability promises new insight into aspects of tropical/extratropical interaction and may provide additional guidance in the medium-range forecasting of some extreme events. As such, the present paper seeks to expand the characterization of NPJ variability by viewing it through application of self-organizing maps (SOM) (Kohonen 1982) and empirical orthogonal function/principal component (EOF/PC) analyses.

The remainder of the paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 provides details of the dataset and methodology, including an in-depth description of the SOM analysis. The structure of the various jet regimes revealed in the SOM analysis and their projections onto an EOF1/EOF2 phase space are analyzed in section 3. Section 4 analyzes teleconnections associated with the SOM-identified jet regimes. Last, section 5 provides the conclusions.

2. Data and methodology

The use of EOF analysis to decompose and filter spatiotemporal data is a common form of exploratory data analysis that has long been a central part of weather and climate research. EOF/PC analysis identifies a hierarchy of orthogonal spatial patterns most representative of the modes of variability within a state space (the EOFs), as well as a time series of coefficient values for each EOF that represents the magnitude of the EOF’s contribution to the state space through time (the principal components, or PCs) (e.g., Lorenz 1956; Kutzbach 1967; Cohen 1983; Smith et al. 1996; Hannachi 2004; Wilks 2011). The leading EOFs are the patterns explaining the largest amount of variance of the dataset. Wintertime NPJ variability has been traditionally studied with the use of EOF/PC analysis (e.g., Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011; Griffin and Martin 2017; Winters et al. 2019a,b). Previous work has identified the leading mode, EOF1, as an extension/retraction, with anomalies nearly along the climatological jet exit region. The next leading mode, EOF2, is characterized by anomalies displaced poleward or equatorward of the exit region.

Although previous research on jet variability has relied heavily upon EOF analysis, the leading patterns explain only ~30% of the total variance and, by construction, each mode is linearly independent from the other. This can lead to physically unrealistic interpretations, as atmospheric patterns are typically nonorthogonal. Therefore, EOF analysis, while important to developing understanding, provides a rather limited view of NPJ variability. Consequently, this work also employs a self-organizing maps (SOM) analysis. SOM analysis is free from the orthogonality constraint of EOF/PC analysis and incorporates the nonlinear nature of jet stream variability. The inclusion of both linear and nonlinear aspects is a significant advantage of the SOM. This statistical technique has recently been applied to meteorological datasets in both synoptic climatologies (e.g., Hewitson and Crane 2002; Hope et al. 2006; Lynch et al. 2006; Cassano et al. 2006; Reusch et al. 2007; Schuenemann et al. 2009; Johnson and Feldstein 2010) as well as examinations of climate model output (e.g., Skific et al. 2009a,b; Schuenemann and Cassano 2009, 2010). The use of SOMs in this work provides a less subjective, more physical, and versatile visualization tool for characterizing NPJ variability that complements, rather than replaces, traditional EOF/PC analysis.

Self-organizing maps

SOMs is a method within the field of artificial neural networks that organizes large, multidimensional datasets into finite arrays of recurring physical patterns (Kohonen 2001). This method has been gaining popularity over the last few decades and applied to a wide range of atmospheric and oceanic phenomena for feature extraction and classification. For example, Hewitson and Crane (2002) employed SOMs to characterize temporal changes in synoptic scale circulation. Reusch et al. (2007) examined nonlinear aspects of North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) variability through applying SOMs to December–February mean sea level pressure data. More recently, Gervais et al. (2016) used SOMs to characterize future changes in atmospheric variability, and Gu and Gervais (2021) applied SOMs to investigate North Atlantic and North Pacific decadal climate prediction. Unlike EOF/PC analysis and other cluster methods in which the data are assumed to be stationary, SOMs treats the data as a continuum.
The SOM in this study utilizes batch training, as it is the most computationally efficient with larger datasets (Kohonen 1998; Vesanto et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2006). Unlike sequential training, the batch training process does not specify a learning rate function; rather, the weight vector \( \mathbf{m} \), adjusts the reference vectors by

\[
\mathbf{m}(t + 1) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} n_j h_{ij}(t) \mathbf{x}_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} n_j h_{ij}(t)},
\]

where \( M \) is the user-determined number of groups into which the data are partitioned, \( t \) is each learning iteration, \( \mathbf{x}_j \) is the mean of the \( n \) input vectors within the current group, and \( h_{ij} \) is the neighborhood function. An Epanechnikov neighborhood (“ep”) function is selected for its higher performance in comparison to three other neighborhood functions available in the Matlab SOM toolbox (Vesanto et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2006). The “ep” function updates neighboring nodes by

\[
h_{ij} = \max(0, 1 - (\sigma_i - d_{ij})^2),
\]

in which a neighborhood radius of influence at time \( t \), \( \sigma_i \), is specified, and \( d_{ij} \) is the distance between SOM nodes \( c \) and \( i \). The SOM is run with two sets of trainings of decreasing neighborhood radius. The initial batch training uses a larger neighborhood radius of influence equal to the size of the smaller SOM grid dimension (3, in the present study). The training iterates for 10 times the length of the input vector and creates a broad pattern distribution. A second training (\( \sigma_i = 1 \)) fine-tunes the SOM nodes based on the distribution from the resultant initial batch training. The SOM iterates through this process until a mean quantization error is minimized for the entire collection of nodes. The result is a large SOM array comprised of the updated reference vectors which is then converted into a two-dimensional matrix of maps. The resulting matrix of nodes consists of the most representative physical patterns spanning the continuum of, in this analysis, the zonal 250-hPa winds.

The tunable parameters in the SOM, including grid size, number of iterations, neighborhood radius, and initialization, are selected to achieve a balance of low average quantization error (QE) and topographic error (TE) as well as an evenly distributed Sammon map. The QE quantifies the difference between the node average and the input vectors. Lower QE values indicate a better representation of the best matching unit (BMU) to the data. Every SOM node consists of a collection of input vectors with varying QEs as well as a mean QE. Another important map quality measure is TE, which measures the percentage of input vectors that do not have a neighboring second BMU. In a SOM map, the nodes closest to one another are most similar. Therefore, the smaller the TE, the better the SOM map quality. Last, a Sammon map illustrates the Euclidian distances between each node in the SOM grid on a two-dimensional distortion plane (Sammon 1969). A quality SOM map will have a balance of low QE and TE, and a flat, evenly distributed Sammon map.

The present work employs a \( 3 \times 4 \) SOM grid consisting of 12 nodes. Smaller grid sizes lead to a blending of relevant patterns whereas larger grid sizes yield patterns not easily distinguishable from one another. Therefore, a \( 3 \times 4 \) grid size includes enough interpretable patterns to examine NPJ variability while maintaining low QE and TE errors and a well distributed Sammon map (Fig. 1). Both the EOF and SOM analyses utilize daily 250-hPa zonal wind data from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996), available at a 2.5° × 2.5° horizontal resolution. The zonal wind dataset consists of 73 cold seasons (1948–2009) in which a cold season is defined as 1 November–31 March (NDJFM). The spatial domain is 100°E–120°W and 10°–80°N, which covers nearly all of the North Pacific basin. Prior to the analyses, the long-term mean and seasonal cycle are removed from the zonal wind anomalies by subtracting a 21-day running mean of the seasonal cycle from the instantaneous 250-hPa zonal wind.

3. North Pacific jet regimes

a. Leading modes of variability

The leading modes of wintertime NPJ variability are consistent with previous findings (e.g., Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011; Griffin and Martin 2017; Winters et al. 2019a,b), with EOF1 (describing 14% of the variance) characterized by anomalies nearly along the climatological cold season jet exit region (Fig. 2, top), representing a jet extension in the positive EOF phase (hereafter EOF1+) or jet retraction in the negative phase (hereafter EOF1−). EOF2 (describing 10% of the variance) is characterized by anomalies displaced poleward or equatorward of the exit region (Fig. 2, bottom), representing a poleward deflection in the positive phase (EOF2+) or an
equatorward deflection in the negative phase (EOF2−). The leading modes are also statistically well separated, as determined by applying the North et al. (1982) test.

b. North Pacific jet SOM nodes

In conducting a SOM analysis of the 250-hPa zonal wind, 12 intraseasonal jet anomaly regimes are depicted in the SOM nodes with a frequency of occurrence (FOC) calculated by the number of cold season days falling within the associated node divided by the total number of cold season days (11023) (Fig. 3). Additionally, the calendric listing of days characterizing each node is used to construct composites of the associated circulation patterns and downstream impacts, consisting of 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies (Z500) (Fig. 4), sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies, and 850-hPa temperature (850T) anomalies (Fig. 5).

Beginning with the upper left of the SOM grid, node 1 depicts a retraction reaching −20 m s⁻¹ located slightly south of the climatological jet exit region with a positive zonal wind anomaly between 4 and 20 m s⁻¹ south of the Aleutian Islands (Fig. 3a). The zonal wind anomalies are attended by a positive Z500 anomaly over the North Pacific and a weaker sprawling cyclonic anomaly between northeast Russia and western Canada (Fig. 4a). At the surface, a weak positive SLP anomaly is centered near 160°W, with an even weaker negative SLP anomaly over Alaska and Yukon (Fig. 5a). A small and positive 850T temperature anomaly near the date line is associated with node 1, and the FOC is 7.6%.

Another retraction is evident in node 5, with strong negative anomalies of −24 m s⁻¹ in the climatological jet exit region and weaker positive anomalies centered at 50° and 15°N (Fig. 3e). This node most closely resembles EOF1+. The tripole anomaly structure indicates a split-jet feature with mid-latitude and subtropical counterparts. The FOC for this pattern is 9%, which is the largest of the other SOM nodes depicting jet retractions. The circulation pattern associated with the strong retraction is characterized by a dominant Z500 anticyclonic anomaly centered over the North Pacific basin with a weaker cyclonic anomaly stretching from northeast Russia to western Canada (Fig. 4e). At the surface, an associated positive SLP anomaly sits over the central North Pacific, with a small tongue of weak warm 850T anomalies stretching from the center of the SLP anomaly to ~150°E (Fig. 5e).

A stronger retraction is illustrated by node 9, with negative zonal wind anomalies between −4 and −24 m s⁻¹ extending farther northeast into British Columbia than in nodes 1 and 5 and with a slightly lower FOC of 6.6%. A strip of positive zonal wind anomalies poleward of the climatological jet stretches northeast from East Asia to Alaska, while another strip of positive zonal wind anomalies equatorward of the climatological jet extends from 150°E into the California coast (Fig. 3i). As in node 5, the tripole anomaly structure implies a split-jet feature; however, the equatorward counterpart extends much farther east than in node 5. Circulation composites reveal a southwest–northeast-tilted positive Z500 and SLP anomaly south of the Aleutian Islands (Figs. 4i, 5i). A weaker cyclonic anomaly sits downstream off the U.S. West Coast, disconnected from a smaller cyclonic anomaly south of the anticyclone (Fig. 4i). A third weak cyclonic anomaly is evident over northeastern Russia. Localized areas of cool 850T anomalies are evident over western Canada and off of the Pacific Northwest coast, whereas a larger tongue of warm 850T anomalies stretches from the coast of Japan to south of the Aleutian Islands (Fig. 5i).

Node 8 resembles the positive phase of EOF1, with strong positive zonal wind anomalies from the climatological jet exit region to 135°W, weaker negative zonal wind anomalies poleward of the climatological jet, and a small area of weaker negative anomalies near 15°N (Fig. 3h). The FOC of this jet extension is 9.3%, which is similar to the jet retraction depicted by node 5. Associated with the jet extension is a strong surface (Fig. 5h) and Z500 cyclonic anomaly on the cyclonic shear side of the jet, a weaker positive Z500 anomaly over northwestern North America, and another weak Z500 cyclonic anomaly over eastern North America (Fig. 4h). The Z500 circulation pattern resembles a positive PNA teleconnection pattern, with the warm 850T temperature anomalies over Alaska and northeastern Canada consistent with positive PNA low-level temperature anomalies (Fig. 5h).

On the other hand, node 4 illustrates an extension located farther poleward and stretching farther eastward, with strong positive zonal wind anomalies 5°–10° poleward than those characterizing node 8 (Fig. 3d). Similarly, negative zonal wind
anomalies lay poleward and equatorward of the climatological jet (Fig. 3d). Associated with the extension is a cyclonic Z500 and negative SLP anomaly centered south of Alaska (Figs. 4d, 5d). Two weaker areas of positive Z500 anomalies are located south and east of the cyclonic anomaly (Fig. 4d).

Near the surface, warmer than normal 850T temperatures are evident over central Canada (Fig. 5d). The FOC of node 4 is the third largest of the SOM nodes at 9.6%.

Another jet extension is evident in SOM node 12, with strong positive zonal wind anomalies in excess of 24 m s$^{-1}$ near 30°N, flanked on the poleward side by an expansive negative zonal wind anomaly (Fig. 3l). This extended pattern has

![FIG. 3. SOM grid of 12 most recurring patterns of the wintertime Pacific basin 250-hPa zonal wind. Anomalies of the 250-hPa isotachs (m s$^{-1}$) are shaded in warm (cool) colors every 4 m s$^{-1}$ starting at 4 (−4). The mean 73 cold season isotachs are contoured in gray from 30 to 60 m s$^{-1}$. Below each node is the associated frequency of occurrence (%) relative to all other nodes.](image)

![FIG. 4. Composite 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies of days within each SOM node. Below each node is the associated frequency of occurrence (%) relative to all other nodes. Positive (negative) 500-hPa geopotential height (m) anomalies are contoured in red (blue) every 25 m starting at 25 (−25) m.](image)
the lowest FOC compared to the other extended nodes (4 and 8), with an FOC of 6.6%. The circulation pattern associated with node 12 resembles that of node 8, but with stronger cyclonic anomalies over the North Pacific and eastern North America displaced 5° equatorward and 5° poleward, respectively (Figs. 4l, 5l). Near the surface, 850T anomalies differ more substantially than those characterized by node 8, with cold anomalies over northeast North America and on the western flank of the cyclonic SLP anomaly (Fig. 5l).

Along the top edge of the SOM grid are variations of poleward deflections, with node 2 having the lowest FOC of 7.5% (Fig. 3b). In this node, a weak 4 m s$^{-1}$ positive zonal wind anomaly stretches along the poleward edge of the climatological jet stream, whereas a stronger area of positive zonal wind anomalies extends northeastward into British Columbia from the climatological left jet exit region (Fig. 3b). Negative zonal wind anomalies of similar magnitude lie south of the positive anomalies. The midlevel circulation associated with node 2 depicts a weak Z500 anomaly couplet over the North Pacific, with a weaker cyclonic anomaly on the cyclonic shear side of the jet and a stronger anticyclonic anomaly on the anticyclonic shear side (Fig. 4b). At the surface, a weaker positive SLP anomaly is evident below the upper-level anticyclone, whereas a weaker negative SLP anomaly is located downstream of the upper-level cyclone (Fig. 5b).

The poleward deflection depicted by node 3, on the other hand, is characterized by a maximum positive zonal wind anomaly in the climatological left jet exit region that extends northeast and most closely resembles the positive phase of EOF2 (Fig. 3c). Weaker negative zonal wind anomalies are located over the Bering Sea and the subtropical eastern Pacific. The FOC is 8.1%, which is slightly larger than the FOC of node 2. The associated circulation pattern is characterized by a stronger Z500 cyclonic anomaly centered over the Aleutian Islands and a weaker Z500 anticyclonic anomaly on its southeastern flank (Fig. 4c). Both Z500 anomalies over the Pacific basin have weaker associated SLP anomalies (Fig. 5c).

Equatorward deflections are evident in nodes 10 and 11, with node 10 representing 7.3% of the cold season days (Fig. 3j). In node 10, a bowed band of zonal wind anomalies between 4 and 8 m s$^{-1}$ extends into the California coast, while a stronger area of negative zonal wind anomalies concentrates over the climatological jet exit region, extending NE into British Columbia (Fig. 3j). Another weak positive zonal wind anomaly is situated over the Bering Sea. As in nodes 5 and 9, the tripole anomaly structure implies a split-jet feature; however, the poleward midlatitude counterpart is much weaker than in the other nodes. Circulation composites reveal a positive isotropic Z500 anomaly and a SLP anomaly over the Aleutian Islands (Figs. 4j, 5j). A weaker elongated Z500 cyclonic anomaly stretches from the date line to central Canada (Fig. 4j). An area of cool 850T anomalies is evident over western Canada, whereas warm 850T anomalies sit over far northeastern Russia to the Aleutian Islands (Fig. 5j).

The zonal wind anomalies characterizing node 11 have stronger positive anomalies along the equatorward side of the climatological jet than those in node 10 and a lower FOC of 6.9% (Fig. 3k). An area of negative zonal wind anomalies sits poleward of the climatological jet, and a weaker area of positive zonal wind anomalies is evident near 75°N. Below the zonal wind anomalies, there is a dipole structure in the SLP and Z500 anomalies over the North Pacific, with a weaker cyclonic Z500 anomaly over Canada (Figs. 4k, 5k). Node 11 is also characterized by the largest areas of 850T anomalies, with warm anomalies over northeast Russia and cold anomalies stretching across most of Canada (Fig. 5k).

Apart from the nodes resembling variations of the leading EOF patterns, node 6 depicts the weakest anomalies, with a 4–8 m s$^{-1}$ negative anomaly east of the climatological jet exit.
Table 1. Characteristic residence times and quantization errors for each SOM node within the SOM grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOM node</th>
<th>Mean residence time (days)</th>
<th>Max residence time (days)</th>
<th>Avg QE error (grid mean: 373)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 10</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 11</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 12</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

region and small areas of 4 m s⁻¹ positive anomalies centered over the Gulf of Alaska, south of Hawaii, and over the Sea of Japan (Fig. 3f). The mid and lower-level circulation depicts a weak anticyclonic anomaly south of Alaska and no associated 850T anomalies (Figs. 4f, 5f). Node 6 is also characterized by the second largest FOC at 10%. The highest FOC in the SOM grid is illustrated by node 7, with positive anomalies centered in the eastern half of the climatological jet indicating an enhancement of the jet exit region (Fig. 3g). Weaker and smaller 4 m s⁻¹ isotachs are evident over the Aleutian Islands and off the California coast. In the midlevels, there is a negative Z500 anomaly on the cyclonic shear side of the jet and a positive Z500 anomaly downstream off the coast of British Columbia (Fig. 4g). At or near the surface, weak SLP anomalies are evident over the Pacific basin, with no cold 850T anomalies (Fig. 5g).

While there are distinct differences in zonal wind, Z500, SLP, and 850T anomalies between SOM nodes, there are also variations in average QE and node residence time (Table 1). The QE for each SOM node measures the difference between the input data vectors characterizing the node and the SOM node anomaly pattern depicted in Fig. 3. Comparing mean QE for the individual nodes can provide insight into how well each node represents the data vectors comprising it and whether stark differences between node representations exist. A smaller mean QE suggests that the pattern is better representative of the days characterizing the respective node. Comparison between the 12 QE values reveals little variation. QE values are marginally larger for nodes featuring equatorward deflections or jet relocations, with mean QE values of 400, 387, 386, and 383 for nodes 9, 10, 11, and 5, respectively. The lowest QE values are associated with poleward deflected nodes 2 and 3, with errors of 362 and 355, respectively. However, these QE departures from the mean QE of 373 are not significant and suggest that the data vectors are well-fit to the SOM nodes.

Mean residence times reflect the transient nature of the jet stream, with a range between 2.2 days (nodes 3 and 6) and 4 days (node 12). However, the maximum number of consecutive days residing within a node ranges between 10 days (nodes 3 and 7) to 43 days (node 12). The stark difference between mean and max residence times highlights the complex nature of jet stream variability in that while short fluctuations of the jet stream are common, the jet can also exhibit a weekly to monthly persistence. The substantially larger mean residence time and persistence exhibited by node 12 suggests that it might be strongly associated with other persistent teleconnection patterns. It should also be noted that residence times are sensitive to both SOM size and configuration. To test the robustness of the longer node 12 residence time, sensitivity testing was performed on SOMs of varying sizes and configurations. This revealed that the larger residence time for a jet extension equatorward of the climatological jet stream (as in node 12) is not a methodological artifact, but rather an indication of a distinct characteristic of such extensions.

To further illustrate the relationship between the two leading EOF/PC patterns of the NPJ and the SOM patterns, days with a QE at or below the mean QE of the entire SOM grid are projected onto an EOF/PC two-dimensional phase space in Fig. 6. Following the NPJ phase space developed in Winters et al. (2019b), the leading two PCs serve as the axes of the phase space wherein the x axis is defined by PC1 (jet extension/jet retraction), and the y axis is defined by PC2 (poleward/equatorward deflection). Prior to regressing days onto the phase space, the leading PCs for each day are normalized to unit variance.

For most of the SOM nodes, there is a clear clustering in a specific quadrant of the phase space; however, some of the nodes have a larger scatter into two or more PC quadrants. Nodes 4, 8, and 12 cluster on the right half of the phase space, with node 12 clustering slightly below the positive x axis (equatorward deflected jet extension), node 8 clustering nearly along the positive x axis (jet extension), and node 4 clustering above the positive x axis (poleward deflected jet extension). Conversely, nodes 1, 5, and 9 scatter along the left half of the phase space, with node 5 clustering nearly along the negative x axis (retraction), node 1 scattered above the negative x axis (retraction and poleward deflection), and node 9 scattered below the negative x axis (retraction and equatorward deflection). The projection of days characterized by SOM node 10 averages marginally to the left of the negative y axis, denoting an equatorward deflection with a minimal retraction, whereas node 11 clusters within the bottom right of the phase space, denoting a slightly extended and equatorward deflected jet.
regime. The poleward deflections denoted by nodes 2 and 3, however, scatter along the top half of the phase space. Similarly to the equatorward deflected nodes, neither nodes 2 or 3 cluster along the positive y axis; rather, node 2 clusters to the left of the positive y axis whereas node 3 clusters to the right of the y axis. Last, nodes 6 and 7 depict the weakest anomalies and are represented as a weak jet retraction and a weak jet extension in the mean of the phase space, respectively. Overall, the two-dimensional phase space illustrates that some of the patterns comprising the 12-node SOM grid resemble the leading EOF patterns while others are clearly combinations of the leading EOFs.

c. Variability of SOM node FOC

To gain a better understanding of the intraseasonal, interannual, and interdecadal variability of the 12 SOM nodes, cumulative frequency diagrams are generated for each of the five months within the cold season (Fig. 7), each of the 73 cold seasons (Fig. 8), and each decade beginning with 1950 (Fig. 9). For the seasonal variability, an average monthly FOC is given by first summing the total number of days characterized by a particular node for each month and then dividing by the total number of time series days characterized by each month. A similar procedure follows for calculating FOC over 73 cold seasons, instead summing the number of days characterized by a particular SOM node for each cold season and dividing by the number of cold season days (151 days). For interdecadal FOC, the annual FOC is averaged over seven 10-yr periods beginning with 1950–60.

The monthly distribution of the 12 SOM nodes illustrates only slight variability between months, as a 21-day smoothed seasonal cycle is removed from the data prior to the SOM analysis (Fig. 7). In November, nodes 3, 4, and 6 reach their maximum in FOC, while nodes 1, 2, and 12 occur less frequently compared to the other cold season months. The jet extension depicted by node 12, in particular, has a much lower FOC compared to other nodes (2.3%). From December into February, the FOC of node 12 increases, reaching its maximum of 10.7% in February. This is also when node 10, an equatorward deflection, reaches a minimum in FOC. Retracted nodes denoted by nodes 5 and 9 have the lowest FOC in January. By March, however, the FOC of retractions increases, with nodes 1 and 5 having a maximum in FOC of 9% and 12.1%, respectively.

Examination of FOC of the 12 SOM nodes over each cold season from 1948/49 to 2020/21 reveals substantial interannual variability, with abrupt year-to-year changes exhibited by many of the nodes (Fig. 8). Node 6 has the smallest time series variance (19.7), followed by node 3 (21.8). Regimes with larger variances are extended nodes 8 (34.2) and 12 (67.6). Along with having a considerably larger variance than the other 12 nodes, node 12 also features the largest peak in the time series—an annual cold season frequency of 42% in 1982/83. The 1982/83 cold season was also characterized by one of the strongest El Niño
events on record. This is unsurprising, as prior work has shown that the increased sea surface temperatures over the central and eastern Pacific, in tandem with anomalous convection associated with an El Niño, provide a favorable environment for jet extensions (e.g., Horel and Wallace 1981; Yang et al. 2002; Li and Wettstein 2012; Cook et al. 2017). The strong El Niño cold seasons from 1957/58 to 1997/98 are also characterized by peaks in node 12 FOC, with a frequency of 19% and 30%, respectively. In fact, there is a 0.54 correlation between the time series of node 12 FOC and the time series of the seasonal mean Niño-3.4 index (ESRL), which is the highest correlation coefficient of all 12 nodes. Comparison of other extended nodes (4 and 8) to the interannual variability in node 12 reveals that there is low correlation between them. Although there are some years in which peaks in node 12 FOC are collocated with peaks in nodes 4 and/or 8, it is weakly correlated to the other time series. Similarly weak relationships are illustrated between retracted nodes (1, 5, 9) and poleward deflections (9, 10, 11). However, some nodes exhibit stronger decadal variability than others. For example, extended node 12 increased in FOC between 1950 and 1990, beginning with an FOC of 3.9% in the 1950s and reaching a maximum FOC of 10.9% in the 1990s, before decreasing again. The decade between 1980 and 1990 was characterized by a larger frequency of jet extensions overall (nodes 4, 8, and 12). The maximum in FOC of extended nodes is attended by lower frequencies of retracted nodes 5 and 9. Most of the nodes, however, exhibit a seesawing of mild FOC fluctuations over the seven decades.

4. SOM node teleconnections

As demonstrated in previous studies, large-scale atmospheric teleconnection patterns are related to fluctuations within the NPJ, and thus, are likely tied to the intraseasonal and interannual frequency distributions of the 12 SOM nodes (e.g., Wallace and Gutzler 1981; Horel and Wallace 1981; Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Franzke et al. 2011; Winters et al. 2019b). The relationship between atmospheric teleconnections and the NPJ is investigated through considering SOM node frequency changes during Pacific–North American (PNA), Arctic Oscillation (AO), west Pacific Pattern (WP), and ENSO events.
The PNA is a dominant, wavelike anomaly teleconnection pattern in the NH boreal winter that drives temperature and precipitation anomalies in North America and is associated with fluctuations within the NPJ (e.g., Dickson and Namias 1976; Barnston and Livezey 1987; Franzke et al. 2011; Griffin and Martin 2017; Henderson et al. 2020). In its positive phase, anomalous troughs sit over the North Pacific and southeastern United States, and anomalous ridges are located over the subtropical North Pacific and the intermountain west of North America. The juxtaposition of the anomalous trough and ridge over the North Pacific supports enhanced westerly flow between them and, subsequently, an enhanced and extended NPJ. The negative phase of the PNA, on the other hand, is characterized by anomalous ridges over the North Pacific and eastern United States and an anomalous trough over the western United States. The anomalous ridge over the North Pacific, often associated with blocking activity, would support enhanced anomalous easterly flow within the vicinity of the NPJ exit region, leading to a jet retraction or equatorward deflection.

Daily PNA index values from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) are utilized to separate SOM FOC into three categories: positive PNA events with an index above 1σ, negative PNA events with an index below −1σ, and a neutral PNA with an index between −1σ and 1σ. Figure 10a illustrates the disparity of SOM node frequency between positive and negative PNA events. As expected, positive PNA events are largely characterized by jet extensions. Node 8 is the dominant pattern characterizing positive PNA events, with an FOC near 30%, followed by nodes 4 at 22% and 12 at 18%. This is in stark contrast to negative PNA events, which are largely characterized by nodes 5, 9, 10, and 11—variations of jet retractions and/or a split jet with equatorward and poleward components. Overall, it is evident that the frequencies of many of the SOM nodes are well associated with the PNA, with statistically significant differences in FOC from neutral PNA events. The nodes exhibiting the weakest relationship with the PNA are nodes 1 and 2, which are both characterized by a reduced FOC during both positive and negative PNA events.

Another dominant NH teleconnection pattern strongly tied to weather and climate variations is the Arctic Oscillation (AO) (Thompson and Wallace 1998; Higgins et al. 2000). During a positive AO, anomalously low pressure lies over the Arctic, whereas anomalously high pressure sits over the North Pacific and Atlantic basins. The negative phase is characterized by a similar pattern but of opposite sign. As in the PNA analysis, daily CPC AO indices are employed and partitioned into positive AO events (index > 1σ), negative AO events (≤ −1σ) and neutral AO events (between −1σ and 1σ). Figure 10b reveals that positive AO events are most frequently characterized by nodes 5 and 9, whereas negative AO events are most frequently characterized by nodes 8, 7, and 12. However, the FOC is more evenly distributed during AO events than for PNA events, with departures from the climatological FOC remaining below 4% for most of the nodes and few statistically significant differences between positive and negative AO events from neutral events. Nodes 8, 5, and 12 illustrate the largest disparity between positive and negative AO events, which suggests that they are more strongly associated with the AO teleconnection pattern.

A third major mode of wintertime low-frequency variability over the North Pacific is the west Pacific (WP) pattern (Wallace and Gutzler 1981; Barnston and Livezey 1987). Characterized by a lower tropospheric north–south dipole anomaly over the Pacific and upper tropospheric wave train–like anomalies, the WP pattern is associated with variations in the North Pacific jet stream and sensible weather impacts both upstream and downstream.
As in the above analyses, WP indices from the CPC are employed and stratified into positive WP events (index > 1σ) negative WP events (<1σ) and neutral WP (between −1σ and 1σ). During a positive WP pattern, retractions characterized by nodes 1 and 5 exhibit statistically significant increases in frequency, whereas extensions/equatorward deflections characterized by nodes 11 and 12 exhibit statistically significant decreases in frequency (Fig. 10c). In the negative phase of the WP pattern, node 1 frequency decreases whereas nodes 7, 11, and 12 increase in frequency. Unlike during AO and PNA events, nodes 1 and 11 exhibit considerable fluctuations in FOC depending on the phase of the WP. As evidenced by the correlation between the time series of node 12 seasonal FOC and the ENSO index (0.54), the SOM node frequency distribution is also associated with ENSO events. This relationship is examined through applying the Niño-3.4 index and distinguishing between El Niño events (Niño-3.4 index > 1°C), La Niña events (<−1°C), and a neutral ENSO (between −1°C and 1°C). As for the PNA and AO events, FOC is then calculated during each of the three categories. Illustrated in Fig. 10d, it is unsurprising that El Niño events are most frequently accompanied by jet extensions (nodes 8 and 12). Conversely, La Niña events are most frequently associated with retractions and/or poleward deflections (nodes 1, 2, and 3), as well as node 4. However, as in the frequency distribution during AO events, the discrepancies in FOC between positive and negative events are much lower than the discrepancies evident during PNA events, with node 12 exhibiting the largest FOC difference between events. The more substantial SOM node FOC changes associated with PNA events could be a reflection of the extratropical eddy dynamics largely influencing PNA growth through interactions with the jet stream (e.g., Simmons et al. 1983; Borges and Hartmann 1992; Borges and Sardeshmukh 1995; Mori and Watanabe 2008; Franzke et al. 2011).

**MJO and SOM nodes**

Another important teleconnection that has been tied to changes within the NPJ is the MJO. The MJO is the leading mode of tropical intraseasonal variability and is characterized by anomalous tropical convection migrating east from the Indian Ocean toward the Pacific in 30–60-day cycles (e.g., Madden and Julian 1971). The anomalous convection associated with the MJO, like the anomalous convection associated with ENSO events, can act as a point source for Rossby waves generated by the associated upper-tropospheric horizontal divergence and latent heating (Hoskins and Karoly 1981; Kiladis and Weickmann 1992). The subsequent Rossby wave train can then propagate eastward and poleward into the vicinity of the NPJ, interacting with the extratropical flow. However, the time scale and intensity of the Rossby wave train’s propagation from the tropics into the extratropics are dependent not only on the longitudinally varying extratropical basic state, but also on the initial longitudinal location of the enhanced
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convection (Hoskins and Ambrizzi 1993; Jin and Hoskins 1995). Therefore, the MJO, a longitudinally propagating heat source, is a complicated and important teleconnection to consider for wintertime extratropical variability.

Following a method similar to that employed by Cassou (2008) and Lee et al. (2020), the influence of the MJO on the 12 SOM jet states is investigated through calculating the percent change in anomalous frequency of occurrence of the 12 nodes following strong MJO phases (Figs. 11–13). The percent change is calculated at each lag between 1 and 16 days following the strong MJO phase. Strong MJO events are identified using the real-time multivariate MJO (RMM) indices from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology for 1979–2020 NDJFM cold seasons (Wheeler and Hendon 2004; http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/mjo/). The indices consist of RMM1 and RMM2, defined by the leading two EOF/PCs of satellite-observed outgoing longwave radiation anomalies and 850- and 200-hPa zonal wind anomalies. MJO amplitude is determined by $\sqrt{RMM1^2 + RMM2^2}$, in which amplitudes greater than 1r are considered. The MJO phases are then organized into nine phases—phases 1–8 are the phases described above and as in Wheeler and Hendon (2004), and phase 0 consists of days in which the amplitude is <1. Additionally, ENSO events are filtered to remove constructive or destructive interference that might impact the MJO signal on jet node FOC. As in Lee et al. (2020), anomalous occurrences are subjected to two significance tests. The first is a $\chi^2$ test for the anomalous frequency distribution of the 12 SOM nodes together at each MJO phase and lag, and the second is a binomial test for the individual nodes. Statistical significance is established only if the anomalous FOC passes both the $\chi^2$ test at the 99% confidence interval and the binomial test at the 95% confidence interval.

In comparing SOM nodes featuring jet retractions, jet extensions, poleward deflections, equatorward deflections, and weaker anomalies, the existence of statistically significant anomalous occurrences and a slope as a function of lag following active MJO phases indicates a MJO forcing. Beginning with MJO events during a neutral ENSO state, the retraction and equatorward deflection denoted by node 9 illustrates the largest increase in anomalous occurrence during MJO phase 1, approaching 200% in the following week (Fig. 11). By MJO phases 2 and 3, however, the retraction denoted by node 5 exhibits enhanced frequencies, while node 9 shifts from a >100% increase in the 5 days following phase 2, to an ~50% decrease by day 10. Although nodes 9, 10, and 11 all feature equatorward deflections, nodes 9 and 5 are characterized by stronger negative anomalies in the climatological jet exit region, suggesting that earlier phases of the MJO are associated more strongly with negative zonal wind anomalies confined to the jet exit region. Extended nodes 8 and 12 also have reduced frequencies between 50% and 100% during the early MJO phases. During the middle phases of the MJO (phases 3–6), nodes 5 and 9 exhibit significant reduced regime frequency in the following 2–14 days, whereas the extension denoted by node 12 begins to increase in FOC in the week following MJO phase 4. Between MJO phases 5 and 7, the anomalous frequencies for node 12 approach 150%. The increase in node 12 FOC is attended by a decrease in FOC of nodes 5 and 9. However, by MJO phase 7, node 9 shifts again from negative anomalous frequencies between 1 and 5 days to positive anomalous frequencies in the 7–14 days following the active phase. Overall, the nodes most strongly tied to the progression of the MJO during ENSO neutral events are nodes 5, 9, and 12.

The anomalous frequency distribution for MJO events during El Niño episodes illustrates key statistical differences. During El Niño episodes, MJO phase 1 is largely characterized by increases in node 9 and 12 FOC (Fig. 12). However, the retracted node 9 only increases in frequency beyond lag 7, whereas extended node 12 begins to slope downward beyond...
lag 5. MJO phases 2 and 3 are not as discriminative for SOM node regimes, with either a weak or nonexistent slope as a function of lag for most of the nodes. By MJO phase 4, with enhanced convection migrating into the west Pacific, nodes 5 and 9 begin to decrease in anomalous occurrence, while node 12 exhibits a gradual increase over lags 7–16. Between MJO phases 5 and 8, the anomalous FOC for node 12 reaches 200%–300%, exhibiting much larger anomalous occurrences than during neutral ENSO MJO phases 5–8. The extension characterized by node 8 also experiences an increase in FOC between 100% and 150%, whereas nodes 1, 2, 3, 5, and 9 reduce in FOC within the later phases of the MJO.

The anomalous FOC during active MJO phases and La Niña episodes (Fig. 13) illustrate even stronger statistical differences when compared to ENSO neutral and El Niño episodes. For example, MJO phase 1 is no longer largely characterized by SOM node 9 or 12, but rather by substantial frequency increases in node 1 at lags 4–16. This is in stark contrast to El Niño and ENSO neutral events, in which the MJO has little to no influence on node 1. The influence of the MJO on node 1 FOC is evident from phases 1 to 6. Also during the early MJO phases, nodes 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12 all exhibit a reduction in frequency. Middle MJO phases 3 through 5, however, appear to have an impact on equatorward deflected node 2, with anomalous frequencies exceeding 150%, while extended node 12 depicts a strong frequency reduction between phases 3 and 5. Between MJO phases 6 and 8, there are no substantial increases in FOC for any of the nodes; however, retracted and/or equatorward deflected nodes 9 and 10 exhibit reduced frequencies.

Overall, the lagged relationships between the MJO phases and anomalous SOM node occurrences illustrated in Figs. 11–13 demonstrate teleconnections patterns consistent with previous findings and provide a more detailed and nuanced analysis of the subtleties of the jet stream anomalies corresponding to specific MJO phases. Separation of strong MJO events between ENSO neutral, ENSO positive, and ENSO negative also illustrates the importance of stratifying ENSO phase when investigating MJO teleconnections. In particular, retracted and/or equatorward deflected nodes 5 and 9 contribute the most to the increased frequencies associated with MJO phases 1–2 during ENSO neutral events, with enhanced convection over the Indian Ocean and suppressed convection in the Pacific basin. MJO phase 4, on the other hand, is not as discriminative for the jet regime. The later phases of the MJO are largely characterized by increases in extended node 12 FOC, when the enhanced convection migrates over the Pacific basin. The large increases in node 12 FOC during MJO phases 1 and 4–8 during El Niño events can be attributed largely to ENSO, given that the FOC during ENSO positive events (Fig. 10d) was over double the climatological FOC. However, there is a slope as a function of

Fig. 11. Lagged relationships between the eight phases of the MJO and SOM nodes during ENSO neutral events. For each active MJO phase, (RMM > 1), the anomalous FOC of SOM nodes is plotted as a function of lag from 1 to 16 days after the active MJO phase. A 100% anomalous FOC denotes an FOC twice that of the climatological FOC for the SOM node, whereas a −100% anomalous occurrence denotes an FOC of 0. Orange (green) shading denote statistically significant anomalous FOC as determined from a χ² test and binomial test.
lag evident in both ENSO neutral and ENSO positive episodes for node 12, suggesting that the MJO is a precursor to node 12 jet extensions. This relationship is not as robust for other extensions denoted by node 8 and 4, which further establishes the importance of complementing the previous EOF-identified four-pattern model of NPJ variability with the greater detail afforded by the SOM analysis. The teleconnections for the MJO during La Niña episodes are much different. Unsurprisingly, extended nodes 8 and 12 exhibit negative or insignificant anomalous frequencies, as convection over the tropical eastern Pacific is suppressed. SOM nodes 1 and 2, however, were characterized by the largest increases in FOC following early and middle phases of the MJO. While these large increases were only noted during La Niña episodes, the minimal increases in FOC during La Niña illustrated in Fig. 10 suggests that constructive interference between early phases of the MJO and La Niña leads to large increases in nodes 1 and 2 FOC.

5. Conclusions

A novel self-organizing maps analysis is applied to 250-hPa zonal winds over 73 NDJFM cold seasons to better understand variability within the wintertime NPJ. Prior work in understanding intraseasonal NPJ variability has proceeded from identification of the leading modes of variability: a zonal extension or retraction and a meridional deflection of the jet exit region, as depicted in EOF/PC analysis (e.g., Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011; Griffin and Martin 2017; Breeden and Martin 2018; Winters et al. 2019a, b). The SOM analysis described here expands and complements previous EOF/PC analysis, identifying 12 archetypical NPJ patterns resembling variations of the extended/retracted and poleward/equatorward deflected patterns of EOF-based NPJ variability (e.g., Schubert and Park 1991; Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011), as well as new complex modes of variability not captured by these previous analyses. Examples of these include an enhancement of the jet characterized by node 7, a poleward deflected jet jutting into the Gulf of Alaska characterized by node 2, and a split jet with extratropical and subtropical counterparts denoted by nodes 9 and 10.

The expanded SOM-based jet regimes add important detail characterizing wintertime NPJ variability. For example, composites of Z500, SLP, and 850T illustrate that seemingly minor variations in EOF1- and EOF2-like patterns are tied to distinct differences in synoptic-scale anomalies over the Pacific and North America and both upstream and downstream low-level temperature anomalies. Additionally, investigation of intraseasonal, interannual, and decadal variability of SOM node FOC reveals that there is variability at both the inter- and intraseasonal time scales. Seasonally, November is characterized by a higher FOC of poleward and/or extended jet nodes 3 and 4, as well as of a retracted and equatorward deflected node 10. Conversely, extended node 12 has its lowest FOC in November (2.2%). Mild variations are noted between December, January, and February, with jet extensions becoming more frequent and peaking in January and February. By March, retracted nodes 1 and 5 become more common.

The FOC for each node varies even more substantially at interannual time scales, with no statistically significant trend.
Nevertheless, the interannual variation is evidenced to be, in part, tied to teleconnection patterns like the PNA, AO, WP, ENSO, and MJO. Node 12 exhibited one of the strongest relationships to the PNA, AO, and ENSO and the longest mean residence time. These characteristics further distinguish a node 12 jet extension from an extension 5°–10° farther north (nodes 4 and 8). Conversely, node 1 exhibited one of the weakest relationships to the aforementioned teleconnection patterns, but one of the strongest to the WP. Moreover, in examining anomalous FOC associated with strong MJO events during La Niña episodes, the signal for node 1 suggested an MJO influence, more than doubling its FOC following early phases of the MJO. During ENSO neutral or El Niño episodes, however, early phases of the MJO coincided with, or preceded FOC increases in node 9. These teleconnection patterns provide insight into the varying nature of SOM nodes at inter- and intra-seasonal time scales, and suggest that seemingly similar NPJ patterns like nodes 5 and 9 or nodes 4, 8, and 12 can be driven by different extratropical and/or tropical processes. Utilizing the SOM nodes to characterize NPJ variability is, therefore, likely to prove valuable in better understanding how tropical and extratropical processes interact with the jet stream.

Additionally, use of the SOM nodes has the potential to inform medium range forecasting skill. In comparing the best to the worst GEFS forecasts initialized during EOF/PC-identified NPJ regimes, Winters et al. (2019b) revealed that there were key differences in the synoptic scale structure within each regime. For example, for forecasts initialized during an extended regime, the worst forecasts emerged from a synoptic-scale environment characterized by higher geopotential height anomalies over the eastern North Pacific and North America (Winters et al. 2019b, their Fig. 12b), which resembles the synoptic scale environment of SOM node 8 and a positive PNA-like structure (Fig. 4h), whereas the best forecasts emerged from an environment more characteristic of SOM node 12 (Winters et al. 2019b, their Fig. 12a). This suggests that subtle 5°–10° latitudinal displacements of the NPJ extension are likely tied not only to specific teleconnections like the PNA and MJO but also to downstream, medium-range forecast skill. Accordingly, we suggest that a better understanding of NPJ transitions, including the likelihood and nature of transitions between common wintertime NPJ patterns, may make a fundamental contribution to improving predictability at these time scales. Therefore, subsequent work builds upon the results presented here to characterize jet variability through consideration of transitions among the 12 SOM nodes at short (5 day), midrange (10 day), and longer-range (15 and 20 day) time scales.
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